The Classpad Main screen with keyboard.

Running Main and another application together.

Menus depend on current application.

Heavy border indicates active window.

Tap [X] to close second application.

Use Resize and Swap from the Fixed menu to resize active windows or swap positions.
The ‘mth’ tab.

Avoid use of the ‘abc’ tab.

When xxx is entered using the abc tab, Classpad treats it as a single variable called xxx.

When xxx is entered using the mth tab, VAR or keyboard Classpad treats it as the product that we expect.

Only encourage use of the ‘abc’ tab in text applications, such as writing notes in an eActivity and so on.
The ‘cat’ tab accesses a menu of all built in functions, commands, system variables and user defined functions.

With an expression selected, tapping on a template in the 2D menu inserts the selection in the highlighted part of the template.

Matrix templates - tap several times to ‘grow’ matrix.

Note that Classpad treats lower and upper case variables as different. Great for the sine rule!

Simultaneous equations:
Tap once for 2x2, twice for 3x3 and so on.

These screens show how to enter the sequence function using the catalog.